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Casey Hollers is the Senior Director of Regulatory Affairs and Policy
for the Natural Gas Supply Association (NGSA).
She works with NGSA’s members to build public policy positions
that advance NGSA’s priority issues at the federal level. She writes
filings on behalf of NGSA’s membership, briefs members on
significant legal and federal developments impacting the industry
and represents NGSA in coalitions with industry and customer
groups to advance common interests.
Casey represents members’ interests before federal agencies with
a concentration on efforts to support gas infrastructure, as well as
infrastructure for new types of lower-emissions resources;
ensuring just and reasonable pipeline rates; and transparent and
effective FERC enforcement policies. She filed extensive
comments at FERC advocating for balanced policies that seriously
consider environmental impacts while still enabling the development of needed natural gas
infrastructure;
Casey also spearheaded a coalition of natural gas and electric industry trade associations to
develop a “FERC Enforcement White Paper” outlining specific improvements to FERC’s
enforcement and audit practices and policies. FERC took action to implement several of the
important improvements suggested in the white paper, including rescinding its Notice of Alleged
Violations policy; issuing a proposed rulemaking to strengthen its safe harbor policy; updating
the audits section of the FERC website; and several actions to improve price indices reporting.
Most recently, Casey helped form a coalition of shipper trade associations to raise concerns
about the practice of packaging high market value pipeline capacity with non-contiguous and
operationally unrelated parcels of capacity with little or no market value in auctioning available
capacity. She also oversees NGSA’s annual in-depth analysis of the return on equity’s (ROE) of
major interstate pipelines, which has become the key support provided to Congress in efforts to
reform Section 5 of the Natural Gas Act.
Prior to joining NGSA, Casey oversaw professional training programs at Kirkland & Ellis LLP
where she also advised internal committees on new initiatives and organized seminar and
networking events.
A graduate of the University of Maryland with a degree in Government and Politics, Casey serves
on the Auxiliary Board for the Washington School for Girls.
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